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Single-photon two-qubit entangled states: Preparation and measurement
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We implement experimentally a deterministic method to prepare and measure the so-called single-photon
two-qubit entangled states or single-photon Bell states, in which the polarization and the spatial modes of a
single photon each represent a quantum bit. All four single-photon Bell states can be easily prepared and
measured deterministically using linear optical elements alone. We also discuss how this method can be used
for the recently proposed single-photon two-qubit quantum cryptography scheme.
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Entanglement usually refers to multiparticle quantum
tanglement which exhibits nonlocal quantum correlatio
that are verified experimentally by observing multipartic
quantum interference@1#. For example, the two-photon en
tanglement in spontaneous parametric down-conver
~SPDC! photon pair is observed in the form of fourth-ord
quantum interference@2#. Recently, multiparticle entangle
ment and quantum interference effects have been show
be essential for new quantum applications, such as quan
information, metrology, lithography, etc., Refs.@3–5#.

A different type of ‘‘entanglement,’’ namely, ‘‘single
particle entanglement’’ or ‘‘entanglement’’ of internal de
grees of freedom of a single quantum particle started to
tract interest recently. Although single-particle entanglem
lacks nonlocality which is at the heart of multiparticle e
tanglement necessary for a number of quantum applicat
mentioned above@6#, it has been shown, nevertheless, to
useful for simulating certain quantum algorithms at the
pense of exponential increase of required physical resou
@7–9#. Several experiments illustrating this point have
ready been carried out@10,11#. It has also been shown tha
single-photon two-qubit states may be useful for determin
tic cryptographic schemes@12#.

For single-photon two-qubit states, two dichotomic va
ables of a single photon represent the two qubits. Usua
one is the polarization qubit in which the basis states are
orthogonal polarization states of the single photon~e.g., hori-
zontaluH& or verticaluV& polarization states! and the other is
the spatial qubit in which the basis states are two spa
modes of the single photon~e.g., the photon travels in patha
or in path b) @6,7,9,12#. Clearly, a complete basis for th
single-photon two-qubit state can be formed by a set of
four orthonormal states of the photon. For example, a se
ua,V&, ua,H&, ub,V&, andub,H& forms a complete~product!
basis for the single-photon two-qubit Hilbert space. Prepa
tion and measurement of such~product! basis states are
trivial since interference is not required in both preparat
and measurement stages. It is also possible to conside
product basis states that are composed of symmetric and
tisymmetric superposition states of the polarization qubit a
the spatial qubit@12#. We will discuss this case later in thi
paper.
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In the entangled basis of the single-photon two-qu
state, the single-photon Bell states

uC (6)&[
1

A2
~ ua,H&6ub,V&),

uF (6)&[
1

A2
~ ua,V&6ub,H&)

form a complete basis. In this paper, we propose a determ
istic method to prepare and measure the ‘‘single-photon B
states,’’ report results on the experimental implementation
the method, and discuss some potential difficulties relate
the single-photon two-qubit quantum cryptography sche
proposed in Ref.@12#.

The outline of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
Let us first focus on the state preparation part shown in F

FIG. 1. Outline of the experiment.~a! Preparation of a single-
photon two-qubit entangled state~Bell state! is done by using a
single photon polarized in 45° and a PBS. The single-photon s
is prepared by detecting one photon of the SPDC photon pair w
the trigger detectorT. The HWP rotates the polarization of th
single photon to 45° and the second PBS prepares a single-ph
Bell state. Additional phase and polarization elements,f, ua , and
ub , may be used to prepare the other three Bell states.~b! Bell-basis
measurement. A PBS, which mixes spatial modesa and b, is fol-
lowed by a 45° oriented PBS located at each output port. The
tector clicks at the outputs of 45° oriented PBS’s uniquely iden
four single-photon Bell states. The preparation and measurem
stages together form an equal-path Mach-Zehnder interferome
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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1~a!. The single-photon state used in this experiment w
generated using the postselection method first demonstr
in Ref. @13#. A 2-mm-thick type-II BBO crystal was pumpe
with a 351.1-nm argon laser. Orthogonally polarized SP
photon pairs generated in the crystal had a central wa
length of 702.2 nm and propagated collinearly with the pu
beam. After removing the pump laser beam with a dichr
mirror M1, the vertically polarized photon was directed
the trigger detectorT by a polarizing beam splitter PBS an
the trigger signal indicated that there was one and only
photon~polarized horizontally! traveling in the other outpu
ports of PBS@14#. Note that this kind of postselected singl
photon state has recently been used for demonstrating li
optical quantum logic gates and memory@16#.

A half-wave plate~HWP! oriented at 22.5° rotated th
polarization of the horizontally polarized single photon
45° polarization state just before the second PBS. After
second PBS, the state of the single-photon can be writte

uC (1)&5~ ua,H&1ub,V&)/A2,

which is a single-photon Bell state. The other three sing
photon Bell states can be prepared by using an additio
phase shifterf and polarization rotating half-wave platesua
andub . The spatial phasef can be introduced, for example
by slightly moving the mirror in patha and it determines
whether the two amplitudes in a single-photon Bell state
terfere constructively (f50) or destructively (f5p). The
half-wave plates, indicated asua and ub , inserted in the
beam pathsa and b may either flip the polarization (ua
5ub545°) or do nothing (ua5ub50°). Therefore, all four
single-photon Bell states can be easily prepared in this s
by suitable combinations of the spatial phases and polar
tion flip.

Note that it is also possible to prepare single-photon tw
qubit product states using this scheme. To prepare sin
photon two-qubit product states in the basic qubit bases (ua&,
ub&, uH&, anduV&), we need to control the HWP orientation
(0° or 45°, but not 22.5°) and the angles ofua andub (0° or
45°). For example, 0° HWP angle andua50° prepares the
stateua,H&. The spatial phasef is not relevant in this case
because interference does not play any role.

We can also prepare single-photon two-qubit prod
states in a superposition basis, as proposed in the sin
photon two-qubit quantum cryptography scheme@12#,

~ ua,145°&,ub,245°&,uS,V&,uA,H&),

where

uS&

uA&J 5
1

A2
~ ua&6ub&),

u145°&

u245°&J 5
1

A2
~ uH&6uV&).

For example,uS,V& state can be prepared by setting the HW
at 22.5°,ua545°, andub50°.

This setup therefore allows the preparation of vario
single-photon two-qubit states, as required for the determ
istic quantum cryptographic scheme proposed in Ref.@12#.
Since all the phase and polarization adjusting componen
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this setup can be replaced with electro-optical devices, a
mated random switching among different states is possib

Let us now discuss the measurement of single-photon
states. A complete measurement of two-photon polariza
Bell states requires both nonlinear optical effects and qu
tum interference@17,18#. On the other hand, a complete me
surement of the single-photon Bell states requires o
single-photon interference effects and linear optical eleme
@19#. It is because entangling or interacting two separate p
tons requires nonlinear optical elements, but ‘‘entanglin
unentangling’’ single-photon two-qubit states require on
linear optical elements as we have seen earlier.

The single-photon two-qubit Bell-basis measurem
scheme is shown in Fig. 1~b!. First, we mix the spatial qubi
modes, labeled asa and b, at a polarizing beam splitter
Since the single-photon Bell-basis detector relies on
single-photon interference effect, it is necessary that
pathsa and b are kept equal. The polarizing beam splitt
transforms the incident amplitudes in the following way:

ua,H&→ua8,H&, ub,V&→ua8,V&,

ub,H&→ub8,H&, ua,V&→ub8,V&.

The single-photon Bell states are then transformed by
polarization beam splitter,

uC (6)&→
1

A2
ua8&~ uH&6uV&)5H ua8&u145°&

ua8&u245°&,

uF (6)&→
1

A2
ub8&~ uV&6uH&)5H ub8&u145°&

2ub8&u245°&.

Clearly, a 45° oriented polarizing beam splitter~PBS@45°)
inserted at modesa8 and b8 can separate the above stat
into four distinct spatial modes. The four single-photon d
tectors placed at the output ports of PBS@45°, shown in F
1~b!, therefore produce an unambiguous signal that co
sponds to the input single-photon Bell state.

We have implemented experimentally the preparation
measurement scheme for the single-photon Bell states.
argon pump laser was approximately 200 mW. The dista
from the second polarizing beam splitter~which is used to
prepare the single-photon Bell-state! to the third polarizing
beam splitter~which is used to measure the state! was about
50 cm.ua andub angles were set by hand andf was set by
moving the mirror in the beam patha with a computer con-
trolled dc motor. In the Bell-basis measurement part of
setup, a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter w
used instead of rotating the PBS by 45°. A multimode fib
coupled single-photon counting detector was placed at e
output mode and the coincidence between the trigger de
tor T and the Bell-basis detector was measured. The coi
dence window in this experiment was about 3 nsec.

Figure 2 shows the output of the Bell-basis detectors
four different single-photon Bell-states as the input and
clearly indicates that the Bell-basis detectors behave as
pected: e.g., foruC (2)& state input, onlyuC (2)& detector pro-
duces a signal. The data, however, show that there are
1-2
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some probabilities that the single-photon ends up at a wr
Bell-basis detector. This error is the result of imperfect alig
ment of the experimental setup and phase instabilities of
overall Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Also,uC (6)& detectors
show lower count rate thanuF (6)& detectors. This is due to
different photon coupling efficiencies of fiber-couple
single-photon detectors.

In this experiment, the coincidence counts between
trigger detectorT and four Bell-basis detectors are measu
so the dark counts of individual detectors did not show up
the data. Similar reduction of dark counts can be expecte
real-world situations as well, if the single-photon source
pulsed and the Bell-basis detectors are gated accordingl

Let us now briefly discuss how the single-photon Be
basis detection scheme demonstrated in this paper migh
applied for the single-photon two-qubit quantum cryptog
phy scheme proposed in Ref.@12#. In their scheme, the re
ceiver must have two detection bases; for example,

~ uBi&)5~ ua,V&,ua,H&,ub,V&,ub,H&),

~ uBi8&)5~ uS,145°&,uA,145°&,uS,245°&,uA,245°&).

The (uBi&) basis detection is trivial since no interference
required for the state detection: polarizing beam splitters
pathsa andb would do the job. For (uBi8&) basis detection,
however, interference is required. We have seen earlier
the Bell-basis detection scheme produces a unique and
ambiguous output signal corresponding to the input sing
photon Bell state. Therefore, for unambiguous and comp
(uBi8&) basis detection, we only need to find a way to tra
form the (uBi8&) basis states to the Bell states with one-to-o
correspondence in one optical setting. This may be acc
plished by introducing a half-wave plate at each input por
the the polarizing beam splitter in the Bell-basis detect
scheme. If the half-wave plate in patha input is oriented at
67.5° and the half-wave plate in pathb is oriented at 22.5°,

FIG. 2. Experimental data showing the outputs of Bell-state
tectors for a given Bell-state input. Error counts show up due to
result of imperfect experimental alignment and phase instabilit
uC (6)& detectors show a lower count rate thanuF (6)& detectors due
to lower photon coupling efficiencies.
04030
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the (uBi8&) states are transformed to the Bell states with ex
one-to-one correspondence just before the polarizing b
splitter,

uS,145°&→uC (1)&, uA,145°&→uC (2)&,

uS,245°&→uF (1)&, uA,245°&→uF (2)&.

Complete and unambiguous (uBi8&) basis detection is there
fore possible with a very simple modification of the Be
basis detection scheme. A possible receiver design for
posed single-photon two-qubit quantum cryptography can
seen in Fig. 3.

Finally, we discuss some potential difficulties regardi
quantum cryptography schemes using the single-photon t
qubit state. As we have seen in this paper, the sender an
receiver in quantum cryptography schemes using the sin
photon two-qubit state are two subdivisions of a huge Ma
Zehnder interferometer. Since single-photon interference
critical for reliable and unambiguous Bell-state detectio
the two spatial qubit modesa and b should be free of any
phase fluctuations. If, for example, ap relative phase is tem
porarily introduced between the two spatial modes when
photons are traveling between the two parties, the Bell-s
detectors will produce an incorrect output: for examp
uC (2)& state sent to the receiver will triggeruC (1)& detector
instead. Phase stability, in addition to polarization stabil
therefore will be a serious issue for implementing lon
distance quantum communication using the single-pho
two-qubit state.

In summary, we designed and implemented a determi
tic method to prepare and measure all four ‘‘single-pho
two-qubit entangled states’’ or ‘‘single-photon Bell states

-
e
s. FIG. 3. Possible receiver design for the proposed single-pho
two-qubit quantum cryptography scheme. Half-wave plates~HWP1
oriented at 22.5° and HWP2 oriented at 67.5°) transform the (uBi8&)
states into the Bell states with one to one correspondence.
1-3
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Although the quantum cryptography scheme based on sin
photon two-qubit states promises to give a factor of 2 g
compared to other cryptography scheme@12#, such as the
one based only on single-photon polarization states@20#, the
price to pay is substantially higher maintenance cost to
sure that the spatial modes are free of any phase instabil
in addition to the polarization stability.
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